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Barry L. Cohen is a devotee of contemporary
music in all its various manifestations. After
a career in publishing (Fairchild, Hearst,
Curtis, Forbes), Barry founded New Music
Connoisseur 18 years ago, and until 2010
served as its Publisher and Editor-in-Chief. He
studied music privately with Eric Ewazen and
Adrian Carr and created original and realized
music in his own MIDI studio, including an
original score for a 16-mm. film.
Cornelius Dufallo (composer/violinist) is an
innovator at the forefront of the American
contemporary music scene. The New York
Times praises his “alluring” performances
and “imaginative” compositions. Dufallo
plays acoustic and electric violin and moves
seamlessly from classical to pop and jazz
styles. His debut solo album, “Dream Streets”,
is a collection of his own compositions
for violin. Time Out New York calls it “a
beautiful, evocative disc of electroacoustic
soundscapes.” Dufallo is a founding member
of the ensemble Ne(x)tworks and performs
with the string quartet ETHEL. He has toured
throughout the US, Europe, Asia, and
Australia, and recorded for Mode, Tzadik,
Cantaloupe, and Innova.
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published by Boosey and Hawkes, Praeger,
and Scarecrow. The composer of 200 works
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NMC, all posted at http://ljlehrman.artists-inresidence.com/NewMusicConnoisseurList.html.

William Meyers’ work is in the collection of
the New York Public Libary and elsewhere. His
photos are available at the Nailya Alexander
Gallery in Manhattan.
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aesthetical dimension of reality.”) His works
have been shown in twenty solo exhibitions
internationally. He is also the author of short
stories, opera libretti, and is at work on his
third novel.
Barry O’Neal, a longtime Upper-Westsider,
has enjoyed singing this year with the
choir of St. Michael Church, for whom he
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for small orchestra. He continues to write
music and poetry and enjoy the antics of his
granddaughter, Kayleigh.
Composer and writer J. K. Randall is enjoying
his 20th year of retirement in Princeton New
Jersey, with his wife Ruth, and their dogs Benji
and Lacey, and turtle Theophilus.
Andrew Violette, keyboardist/composer, lives
in Bushwick, Brooklyn. His new 3 CD Sonata
for the Creation of the World for organ, played
by the composer, will be out on Composers
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Ben Yarmolinksy, composer of “Clarence &
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and many other works, resides in New York
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Cassatt String
Quartet,
Ursula Oppens
Works by Frank, Fang, Tower, and Brahms;
Symphony Space, May 6, 2011.
by Anne Eisenberg
The stage at Symphony Space, the performing arts center on the Upper West Side of
Manhattan, was just as you might have
expected it to be on May 6th, just before the
evening performance of the Cassatt String
Quartet and pianist Ursula Oppens. There was
a gleaming ebony grand piano ready for Ms.
Oppens, and four seats near it for the quartet.
But that’s about all that was standard in the
auditorium as people filled the hall in preparation for the concert. Scattered through the
audience was a welcome novelty to the usual
chamber music concert: dozens of youngsters,
some teen-aged students of the Manhattanbased quartet, others children of the musicians.
The young people talked, jumped up and down,
exchanged toys, and created an excited, laughing din in the hall.
But when the five performers took the stage at
7:30 p.m., silence fell, just as it should (punctuated by the occasional parental “shh”) – and an
imaginative program opened.

All four of the evening’s pieces were quintets,
and all four were executed with the precise,
angular playing of the Cassatt strings and the
dashing piano passagework of Ms. Oppens.
The first half of the program offered three
contemporary pieces; the second half, the
familiar Johannes Brahms piano quintet in f
minor, op. 34.
The opening quintet, Ghosts in the Dream
Machine, composed in 2005, is a two-movement work by Gabriela Lena Frank, inspired, she
says in the program notes, by the artwork of
Simon Dinnerstein and his “themes of mystery,
night, and wonder.” The piano opened and
closed the piece, leading with dreamy, fractured
arpeggios in long, syncopated sequences and
ending with fading, single notes from the
keyboard. The composer effectively juxtaposed
the percussive power of the piano with the
smooth strokes of the strings throughout the
haunting piece.
The misty mood of Ghosts in the Dream
Machine was instantly dispelled when the
second piece, Images of Lake Erie by Fang Man,
opened with a burst of pounding, propulsive
piano. Commissioned by Symphony Space for
the Cassatt Quartet and Ursula Oppens, Lake
Erie had its premiere at the concert.
Ms. Fang, known as Mandy to her friends, but
more formally in the program notes as Man,
said that Lake Erie is the first of five movements
of a proposed quintet. “The idea is for each
movement to represent one instrument,” she
said. The first movement focuses on the piano.

Ms. Oppens had her hands full with the
virtuosic piano passages in the piece, but she
had other musical roles, too....
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“Ursula is a fantastic pianist,” she said of Ms.
Oppens, “and so I composed the movement
with her in mind.”
Ms. Oppens had her hands full with the virtuosic piano passages in the piece, but she had
other musical roles, too, during the concert. To
evoke the sounds of winter, she shook a set of
sleigh bells that lay ready nearby on the piano.
And she was not alone as percussionist. The
violinist Muneko Otani occasionally laid down
her violin and took on the triangle or the water
phone, an acoustic instrument with a circle of
crown-like, upright metal rods that she struck
with a drumstick.
Ms. Fan, an admirer of Sergei Prokofiev and
Bela Bartok, said that both composers were
inspirations for the propulsive Lake Erie. Ms. Fan
is also the composer of Resurrection, commissioned by the American Composers Orchestra
in 2008.
The first half of the program closed with the
somber Dumbarton Quintet, composed in
2008 by Joan Tower. The piece, which has a
more traditional melodic base than the earlier
pieces in the program, featured lyrical solos for
the violin. Ms. Tower, like Ms. Fan before her,
was present for the concert and took a bow
with the musicians.
After the intermission, during which the cellist,
Nicole Johnson, talked with some members
of the audience – and explained that some
of the young people at the concert were
students of hers – the program ended with
a spirited rendition of the Brahms quintet,
delivered with strong, precise playing from the
Cassatt ensemble
The concert was recorded, and can be heard at
the website www.symphonyspacelive.org, the
program notes say, in its entirety – except for
the bursts of youthful cheer from the audience,
which probably can’t be captured there. II

Ana Milosavjevic at
Le Poisson Rouge
February 16, 2011
By Cornelius Dufallo
Violinist and composer Ana Milosavjevic presented a program of violin music at Le Poisson
Rouge on February 16, in celebration of her new CD, Reflections (Innova Recordings). Ms.
Milosavjevic performed five recent compositions, the oldest of which dates from 2006. The
small, hip venue was packed with enthusiastic listeners.
Ms. Milosavjevic, originally from Serbia, has lived in New York City for more than a decade, and
she is becoming a regular presence in New York’s new music scene. She plays both amplified
acoustic violin and electric violin, and uses her laptop computer to create live electronics and to
trigger pre-recorded samples. Ms. Milosavjevic is one of a growing number of young performers
who program their own compositions alongside the works of other composers.
Ms. Milosavjevic began the program with Aleksandra Vrebalov’s The Spell III, an austere, spooky
piece for amplified violin and computer. Vrebalov’s work combines pre-recorded voices and
digital looping to create an otherworldly background texture over which the violinist layers
mournful glissandi and arpeggiated tremoli. The result is closer to a soundscape than a concert
piece: rather than following the development of musical material over the course of a recognizable structure, the listener is immersed in a sonic atmosphere that changes slowly over time.
Ms. Milosavjevic followed this with her own composition, Reflections (the title track of her
CD), a lyrical, heartfelt set of variations for violin and piano inspired by the Serbian folksong,
Djurdjevdan. Kathleen Supové contributed a subtle and sensitive piano accompaniment.
In another of her own compositions entitled Zajdi, Zajdi, Ms. Milosavjevic was joined by Kristen
Arnold and Kile Hotchkiss, two dancers from the TAKE Dance company, who performed choreography of Takehiro Ueyama. Ms. Milosavjevic used a solid-body electric violin for this piece, on
which she produced persuasive distortion and delay effects.
Eve Beglarian’s I’m worried now, but I won’t be worried long, for amplified violin, electric bass,
and electronics, was unfortunately obscured by a loose cable connection that caused repeated
glitches in the sound production. Technical problems such as this are a well-known risk of technology–heavy concerts. Ms. Beglarian (who performed
the bass part) and Ms. Milosavjevic fielded the
situation with poise and professionalism, and the
strength of Ms. Beglarian’s music was evident
despite the pops and crunches.
Ms. Milosavjevic seemed beautifully in her element
during Svjetlana Bukvich-Nichols’s composition,
Before and After the Tekke. Scored for amplified violin, keyboard, electronics and voice (Ms.
Bukvich-Nichols provided the keyboard, electronics,
and vocals), the work fuses driving rhythms and
non-western microtonal tunings with a groove–
filled background track that at times crosses into
the genre of ambient electronica. The result is a
pleasing blend of Eastern European flavors and
vibrant urban energy. Ms. Milosavjevic and Ms.
Bukvich-Nichols delivered a compelling performance, bringing out the sensuality, exoticism, and
vitality of the music. II
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NEW CHAMBER MUSIC
IN PARADISE
by Barry O’Neal
Modern Masters – Santa Fe Chamber Music Festival. Music of Paul Lansky, Cynthia Lee Wang,
and Chinary Ung; St. Francis Auditorium, New Mexico Museum of Art, Friday, August 6, 2010
Any chance to visit Santa Fe is welcome to the jaded, intense New Yorker. If the weather cooperates, Santa Fe is one of the loveliest and most congenial spots on the planet. There is so much
natural beauty to see, so much great food to sample and so many things to do, that a week passes
before you know it. There is always plenty of music of one sort or another but in July and August
there is a particular surfeit of classical musical activities to attend. The Santa Fe Opera season and
the Santa Fe Chamber Music Festival run almost concurrently, so one if often kept busy scooting
from one event to another in a vain attempt to take in as much as possible during a short stay.
While most of the programs of the Festival concentrate on chamber music of the masters, new
works are also featured throughout the season. The concert, at 6 pm on August 6, in woody and
attractive St. Francis Auditorium, was devoted to three world premieres, all completed in 2010.
Horizons, by Paul Lansky, was commissioned by the ensemble Real Quiet, Felix Fan, cello,
Stephen Gosling, piano, and David Cossin, percussion. Mr. Lansky, who teaches at Princeton,
long associated with electronic and computer music, of which he was a major practitioner and
theorist, has recently been writing more and more music for acoustic instruments. As a former
horn player (and one-time member of the Dorian Wind Quintet), Lansky has a real feeling for
how music for a small ensemble can and should work. Horizons, which is in three movements
and lasts about 17 minutes, is rich in beguiling combinations and the three instrumentalists
are almost personified à la Elliott Carter, but in a more tonal language. The cellist’s manner
of playing is lyrical and given to musing, the pianist sometimes flighty and at other times
aggressive and insistent, and the percussionist (confined to vibraphone, 3 graded drums and
a woodblock), mercurial and insinuating. The three movements contrast nicely. The first (“Up
Close), moves at a going pace with steady repeated notes traded between piano, vibraphone,
and wood block and overlapping ostinatos. The second (“Rough Edged”) is alternately lively
and dreamy, with the cello’s tendency toward rhapsodic music undercut by livelier comments
and chordal outbursts from piano and percussion. “Vanishing,” is a very lovely slow (and last)
movement. The ending with bowed vibraphone providing an ethereal touch, was memorable.
This is a well-made, colorful piece for a non-traditional ensemble that would be an ornament
to any concert of mixed ensemble pieces.

...always plenty of music of one sort or
another but in July & August there is
a particular surfeit of classical musical
activites to attend.
Cynthia Lee Wang, a promising young New York composer, was represented by a short (l0
minute) Piano Quintet. Finished this year, it was less distinctive than the Lansky and Ung
works, but showed a nice command of the instruments. Played by Jennifer Gilbert, violin,
Hsin-Yun Huang, viola, Felix Fan, cello, and Stephen Gosling, piano, it was a 2010 Festival
co-commission with the La Jolla Music Society. Some Asian influence was discernable in the
use of sliding tones by the string players and the clustered harmonic writing. Ms. Wang’s
piece did end on a very high note, literally. The music closes with the violin moving slowly in
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A DREAM FULFILLED
By Barry O’Neal

its highest register, while the piano repeats
a tonally ambiguous figure and the music
dies away. It was mesmerizing.
Chinary Ung’s piece was in a sense the
most ambitious on the program both in
length and size of forces. AKSA: “Formless
Spiral,” also a co-commission by the
Festival and the La Jolla Music Society,
once again featured the members of Real
Quiet: Felix Fan, cello, Stephen Gosling,
piano, and David Cossin, percussion. To
these performers, Susan Ung (the composer’s wife), viola and Wu Man, pipa, were
added. The Cambodian born composer
has an extraordinary ear, and with the
large percussion array, including various
drums, crotales, gongs, cymbals and the
omnipresent vibraphone, it was certainly
a treat for the ears. In addition to playing
the instruments, the players are called
upon to sing, hum, whistle and speak
(mostly phonemes and syllables with some
phrases in Pali, Sanskrit and Kmer). Ms.
Ung and Ms. Manin in particular seemed
to be playing and vocalizing throughout
most of the piece. Mr. Gosling’s fingers
also got to exercise their skills inside the
piano as well as in their customary fashion
on the keys.
But at 25 minutes, AKSA turned out to
be a bit too much of a good thing. The
first half was a little too “formless” and
tended to meander. From the mid-point
on the music seemed to gain in cogency
and pulse. Perhaps additional hearings
would make the operation of the spirals
referred to in the program notes clearer
(“Musically, such spirals have to do with
how sounds or phrases continually
regenerate themselves, come back upon
themselves all the while propelling forward
and backward.”). However, though a bit
amorphous on the whole, AKSA certainly
engaged the ears for much of its length.
This was a relatively short program, about
an hour without an intermission and a
fairly large audience responded enthusiastically to all of the music, and the presence
of all three composers. II

Lewis Spratlan: Life is a Dream, opera in three acts, libretto by James Maraniss after
La vida es sueño by Pedro Calderón de la Barca; The Santa Fe Opera, August 6, 2010
Lewis Spratlan’s opera, Life is a Dream, written in the 1970s, has at last received its first
fully staged complete production at the Santa Fe Opera. Despite receiving the 2000
Pulitzer Prize for a concert performance of the second act, the work has languished in
limbo. The Santa Fe Opera deserves the thanks of opera lovers for at last giving audiences a chance to evaluate the complete work first hand.
The vocal writing, though difficult at times, is deeply expressive. From the opening of
high string sounds reinforced by the sharp clack of a wood block to the diaphanous
sounds (produced, according to the composer’s note in the program, by blowing over
bottle and jug tops) at the end, the instrumental writing is imaginative and intriguing,
but never overwhelms the singers. The work is scored for a modest orchestra (single
winds with the usual doublings; 2-1-1-0 brass, with the trumpet player handling a
piccolo trumpet as well as the usual instrument, piano, harp, timpani, 3 additional
percussionists and strings). Leonard Slatkin, in the pit, seemed to have the score well in
hand, and the cast was exemplary.

the instrumental writing
is imaginative & intriguing,

but never overwhelms the singers
The story is an engaging one, even provocative, and the libretto by James Maraniss, a
colleague of Spratlan’s at Amherst College and a Calderón scholar, hews fairly close to
Calderón’s 1635 play, La vida es sueño, but some obvious distillation was involved in
making a workable opera libretto. The story, as presented in the opera, seems strikingly
modern, despite the 17th century trappings. It revolves around a philosophical debate on
the importance of nature versus nurture, the wisdom of allowing portents and divinations
to rule decision-making, and the role of free will or fate in determining the course of a
person’s life. King Basilio, fearing his baby son Segismondo will grow up to be a tyrant
and monster because of frightful portents that occurred when the boy was born, sends
Segismundo away to be raised in a remote tower under the tutelage of his stern but
trusted advisor, Clotaldo. The King’s fear of what the boy will become and the possible
threat to his own rule blinds him to the danger of self-fulfilling prophecy. The strange
behavior of the Prince, his return to captivity in the tower, the civil war that results, and
the eventual growth of the Prince into his destined role make this amply evident.
The music of Life is a Dream is mostly atonal and the angularity of the vocal lines
shows Spratlan’s debt to Arnold Schoenberg and Alban Berg. The spareness of the
instrumental writing often reminds one of the dialogues between the title characters in
Schoenberg’s Moses und Aron and the devastating ending of that work. As described
in Spratlan’s program notes, the most 12-tone oriented music is associated with King
Basilio, who is fascinated with mathematics and astrology. In the score there are several
genre pieces parodying older styles of music. Since the original play is set in Poland,
Spratlan even introduces a polonaise rhythm into the dance music in the second act.
There is a faux-madrigal, brassy march and even an intricately contrapuntal choral
number for the court. But all of this is seamlessly put together and avoids the sense of
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pastiche. Throughout the score, great care
is given to musical form and the writing for
the voice always makes the text clear. The
one complaint one might offer is that the
Prince’s final words are spoken, not sung. This
was disappointing in the finale of Benjamin
Britten’s Gloriana (another opera touching on
the burden’s of royalty), but more explainable
there, as various speakers are filling in the
details of Queen Elizabeth’s decline. Spratlan
should consider setting these moving lines
to simple music that would fit with the
diaphanous music already described.
The scenic design, by David Korins, was very
impressive, with many illuminated poles
descending from the sides of the stage in
the opening scene at the tower that look
like the railroad guard-rails at a grade
crossing that descend as a train approaches.
Sometimes they suggested the labyrinth in
which the characters find themselves. At
other times they seemed to be a warning

to stay away from a forbidden place. The
prison tower, which rises 10-12 feet out of
the stage, is a bullet-like enclosure with a
strangely ornate capital. In the scenes at
court this capital becomes a throne, the capsule having descended back into the stage.
At court, there are five bronze doors that
have a carved symbol on them very similar to
the portal of the Prince’s prison tower. In act
two, for the formal arrival of the Prince at
court, a red carpet in the shape of a cross is
added to the setting.
The direction of the production, by Kevin
Newbury, was very responsive to the story and
he made the action clear throughout. What
was most notable was the nearly perfect
casting of the leading roles. Above all, Roger
Honeywell, as Prince Segismundo, gave a
career-making performance. Vulnerable,
imperious, baffled, angry and in the end,
magnanimous almost in spite of himself,
the young Canadian tenor was in complete

command of this punishing role. At one
point, his voice seemed about to crack, but
he regained control, and continued to sing
with the fierce intensity the part requires.
As with most of the vocal writing, his music
is angular and syllabic, but infused with a
fierce lyricism. At two points in the score,
however, he resorts to vocalise, as if words
were failing him. This happens most movingly
at the end of his third act duet with Rosaura.
In this wonderful added duet he had an equal
partner in Ellie Dehn, who made a very fine
Rosauro. But all the principals were outstanding: Keith Jameson as Clarin, the jester, who
is often shadowed by piccolo trumpet (similar
to the way Puck is shadowed by a trumpet in
Britten’s A Midsummer Night’s Dream), James
Maddalena (Clotaldo), fiercely loyal to his
King, a harsh tutor and troubled father, John
Cheek (King Basilio), the voice a bit leathery,
appropriate to an aged and conflicted ruler,
Carin Gilfry (the dazzlingly clad Estrella), and
Craig Verm (the overweening Duke Astolfo).
The Chorus of courtiers, some of whom
double as rebel soldiers, was also excellent.
Again, one must praise Leonard Slatkin for
the polish and mastery he brought to this
difficult score, and the superb playing of
the orchestra, which supported and never
swamped the singers.
On the whole, Life is a Dream was a triumph
for the Santa Fe Opera. Though there were
some empty seats and a few defections at
intermission (the opera was done in two
parts, Act One, 55 minutes and Acts Two and
Three together, circa 70 minutes), those who
stayed applauded and cheered vociferously,
especially when the 69 year-old composer
was brought out from the wings by Mr.
Slatkin, an undeniably moving moment. Mr.
Spratlan’s opera resonates in the mind long
after one has left the theater. It deserves
to be produced by other major companies,
and since its forces are modest, universities
and conservatories should tackle it as well.
Mr. Spratlan clearly has a flair for opera that
hopefully has not been diminished by the
long wait to see Life is a Dream on stage. II
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FANTASTICAL
SOUNDS FROM
NEAR AND FAR
New Juilliard Ensemble, Joel Sachs
Founding Director and Conductor; The
Peter Jay Sharp Theater, New York, NY,
September 25, 2010
by Barry O’Neal
The pool of fine young musicians at The
Juilliard School that Joel Sachs draws upon
for his New Juilliard Ensemble is genuinely
inspiring. Their first concert of the new season
on Saturday night, September 25 drew a large
and enthusiastic crowd to a program that
included music from three European countries
as well the United States. All were worthy and
at least two of unusual merit.
First on the long program was a fourteenminute piece by English composer Philip
Cashian. Skein, composed in 2005, was
given its first performance in the Western
Hemisphere. Scored for flute (doubling
bass flute), clarinet (doubling bass clarinet),
bassoon (doubling contrabassoon), horn,
trumpet, percussion and single strings, Skein
showed Cashian’s sure command of instrumental writing. The work is generated from
a ruminative viola solo that gradually draws
the other members of the ensemble into a
restless, rhythmically charged exploration
of various textures in which the viola and
marimba play particularly significant roles.
There was a wispy but mercurial character
to this music with much feeding of ideas from
player to player at a sotto voce dynamic level.
Near the end, the original viola idea was audible
in the midst of the urgent, virtuosic instrumental exchanges. It was a fine opening to the
program and an exciting discovery.
Poul Ruders’ twenty-two minute Kafkapriccio
(2007-2008) is described by the Danish composer as “…a distillation for fourteen instruments from the massive forces of my opera,
Kafka’s Trial.” It was written for the Athelas
Sinfonietta, Copenhagen and the five movements had many vivid moments of instrumental writing. Each of the first four movements
was sort of a character sketch. The opening

section, “Franz,” has a noisy carnival-like
atmosphere colored by a touch of the
klezmer style. “Felice” is a quiet, intense slow
movement that begins in a fragmented way
but becomes more sustained, ending with
an angular Shostakovich-inflected violin solo.
The music for “Leni,” a character described in
the composer’s program notes as an “uncommonly horny and sluttish female factotum,” is
insouciant, flippant, mercurial and reminiscent
of Kurt Weill. The scoring features a siren and
a slide whistle. The fourth part, “Joseph,” a
portrait of the protagonist of the Kafka novel,
after his arrest, is appropriately grotesque but
the final movement, “The Execution,” is the
most startling and affecting, with a beautiful
English horn solo and the trumpet player
blowing his instrument into the piano, creating a lovely, hazy overtone effect. Overall,
Kafkapriccio betrayed its theatrical origins and
made one anxious to hear the original opera
from which the material derives. The work
was brilliantly performed by the group, under
Mr. Sachs’ able leadership.
After the intermission the audience was
treated to an unusually witty recent work
by Italian composer Salvatore Sciarrino,
L’Archeologia del Telefono (2005). Scored
for solo winds, horn, piano, 2 percussionists, and single strings, L’Archeologia del
Telefono explores, in a very charming way,
the sounds produced by the devices available
to us in a society dominated by technology. The music was full of bleeps, honks (a
particularly overblown sound produced by
the bassoonist is the Ur-busy signal), whispers
and chirps. On the verge of silence much of
the time, the piece provokes a smile from the
listener, and the audience clearly enjoyed the
“onomatopoetic” character of the music. At
ten minutes it was just the right length for
a piece primarily dependent on ear-teasing
sounds. Harold Meltzer’s Virginal (20022010), which followed, is a recent revision
of a work originally written in 2002. It was
inspired by the keyboard works of John Bull
and William Byrd and the way in which their
sequential sectional character is defined by
differing styles of keyboard figuration. Scored
for single winds, horn, trumpet, harp, guitar,
harpsichord, 2 percussionists and single
strings, Virginal begins with a grazioso harpsichord solo. The harpsichord, played by Aya

Hamada, is soon joined by guitar and harp,
and the instrument is used more as a part of
the ensemble than as a prominent soloist. It
was a fascinating and continually engrossing work that had a Stravinskian feeling to
it with the ensemble frequently employing
overlapping rhythmic ostinati. A stopping
and starting repeated-note passage shared
alternately by winds and strings was especially
beguiling, as was a trio for harpsichord, guitar
and harp, with subtle percussion commentary,
to which the strings were gradually added.
One remarkable feature of the scoring was
the care Mr. Meltzer took to make sure the
un-amplified harpsichord and guitar were
always audible. Ms. Hamada, Mr. Sachs and
the Juilliard musicians are certainly to be commended for their clear and ravishing account
of this delightful piece.
The concert ended with the New York
Premiere of Chamber Concerto III: Another
View (2006-7) by Elliott Schwartz, performed
in celebration of the composer’s 75th birthday
year. A mini-concerto for piano, Chamber
Concerto III was dazzlingly played by soloist
Hui Wu and an ensemble of single winds,
horn, trumpet, trombone, 2 percussionists
(including timpani), and single strings. The
work begins with a lively, but ruminative
piano solo that gradually draws in the rest of
the ensemble. The writing becomes increasingly vigorous, with much feeding of motivic
fragments from instrument to instrument. A
warmly melodic middle section makes much
use of a hymn-like fragment and the main
climax of the work for the full ensemble was
richly sonorous and a made a fine finish for
this excellent concert.
Joel Sachs has always been one of the most
adventurous programmers around, both with
the groups he directs and the festivals he
presents at Juilliard and with his professional
ensemble, Continuum. This concert by the New
Juilliard Ensemble was substantive, entertaining
and beautifully performed. One looks forward
eagerly to their next appearance. II
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20th Century
Operas in the
21st Century
by Leonard J. Lehrman
Librettist/director/teacher Stephen Wadsworth
had two big debuts in NY this past fall, first at
the Met, then at City Opera. At the former, he
took over the staging of Mussorgsky’s Boris
Godunov when German director Peter Stein
refused to subject himself to the indignities
US customs imposes on foreign visitors in the
name of security. At the latter, his collaboration with the late Leonard Bernstein, A Quiet
Place, finally came home, though staged by
Christopher Alden.
The phrase “a quiet place” may have its origins in Morris Rosenfeld’s “Mayn Ruhe Platz,”
a favorite Yiddish song used extensively by
Howard Zinn in Emma, his play about Emma
Goldman. “Quiet,” however, was a perennial
theme in Bernstein’s oeuvre, from the trio of
that name in Candide, to his song for Phyllis
Newman “Walk Right In” - which defines
“friends” as “people who can give each
other quiet” – and especially in his one-act

masterpiece Trouble in Tahiti, which he had
dedicated to his friend and mentor Marc
Blitzstein, shortly before his own marriage to
Felicia Montealegre. Credit Wadsworth with
having sketched and then co-written the
libretto for a sequel to it, which was then (on
John Mauceri’s suggestion) expanded to three
acts, with the original one-acter divided into
two flashbacks in the middle.
As the late Jack Gottlieb pointed out: There
is a quasi-Wagnerian motif that permeates
Tahiti: a seven-note theme, of which the first
three come directly from the Prize Song in
Meistersinger, melting, however, into a very
American blues mode. That fourth note, the
augmented fourth, and its upward resolution would play an even greater role in West
Side Story. (Bernstein called the unresolved
augmented fourth added to the major triad
“the Tahiti chord,” which Gottlieb identifies
as “a cousin of” Stravinsky’s “Petrouchka
chord.”) The jazz riff that introduces the
commercial quasi-Greek chorus trio is in fact a
12-tone row. All these seeds were developed
at great length in the new work, perhaps
too great; Humphrey Burton pointed out in a
pre-conference lecture that much of the unity
was lost when Bernstein found it desirable to
make considerable cuts. This had been true of
Marc Blitzstein’s Regina also, which Mauceri
restored, with Bernstein’s blessing. In both
cases, however, less really was more: most of
Blitzstein’s cuts were not worth rescuing, and
neither were Bernstein’s.
The plot of A Quiet Place was close to
Bernstein’s heart, and is a plea for love
and understanding of love in all its – and
his – heterosexual, homosexual and bisexual
expressions and manifestations. The rebellious
character of Junior (descended at least as
much from Junior Mister in Blitzstein’s The
Cradle Will Rock as from Bernstein’s own son
Alexander) takes up with a French-Canadian
bisexual named François, who later marries
his sister Dede. The self-hatred and hostility

a plea for love a

in all its – and his –

expressions and man
A Quiet Place, New York City Opera, © Carol Rosegg
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that permeate this dysfunctional family is seen
as pre-existent in the marital strife of their
parents Sam and Dinah. (Sam was the name
of both Bernstein’s father and Blitzstein’s,
Dinah having been the name of Bernstein’s
grandmother. There’s also a scat-singing reference in Tahiti to Blitzstein’s mother-in-law Lina
Abarbanel.) Wadsworth’s own autobiography
also entered in, as his sister Nina was killed in
a car crash, as is Dinah, shortly before Quiet
Place opens.
Alden’s busy staging had her silently haunting
her own funeral as a ghost, and utilized the
9 new characters of the larger work, along
with the chorus, to populate – or overpopulate
– the intimate indoor and outdoor scenes of
Tahiti. Most obtrusive, to this viewer, was the
pantomimed blow-job given Sam (Christopher
Feigum) in his office by his secretary, after he
has, according to the libretto, just told her
to leave. But ingenious was the re-use of the
three singers playing Junior, Dede and François
(Joshua Hopkins, Sara Jakubiak, and Dominic
Armstrong) as the commenting Jazz Trio. The
most affecting music is still Dinah’s, from the
original one-act, sung movingly by Patricia
Risley. The tempi were slow enough (conducted ably by Jayce Ogren) to impart at least
a modicum of grandeur to her, as Bernstein
wanted (he told me, after I conducted the
show in his presence, a little too fast for his
taste, at Harvard in December 1970).
Another classic American opera on the theme
of unappreciated love is the 1971 Summer
and Smoke by Lee Hoiby with libretto by
Lanford Wilson after the play by Tennessee
Williams. Steven Osgood conducted and
Dona D. Vaughn directed a moving student
production at the Manhattan School of Music
in December, 2010, with the composer in
attendance, just a few months before his
death. The work had originally been staged
at NY City Opera by Frank Corsaro, who then
obtained the musicalization rights to perhaps
Williams’ greatest play, The Glass Menagerie,

for which he wanted to write the libretto, and
asked Hoiby to write the music for what could
have been his best work of all. Hoiby refused,
however, to work without his companion
and librettist (for such pieces as The Tempest
and many others, including his last opera,
yet to be performed, Romeo and Juliet) Mark
Shulgasser. So the collaboration unfortunately
never happened. Once again this viewer was
startled by a bit of staging not in the original:
the hot-blooded Latina Rosa (Maria Leticia
Hernández) simulated fellatio on the hero
(Nickoli Strommer) at the close of Act I. Other
than that, the staging was exemplary, with
Anna Viemeister a standout as the female lead.
Symphony Space, which had hosted several
Hoiby operas in the past, played host to
several new operas early this year. Richard
Wilson wrote his own witty, prose libretto
for Aethelred the Unready, cleverly staged by
Drew Minter and conducted by the composer
in January. A paean to monarchical failure, it
featured a cast of seven in seven scenes and
an orchestra of fourteen. Nathan Carlisle as
The Publicist nearly stole the show with his
yo-yo, while Curtis Streetman was miscast in a
role too low for him as The Hypnotist. Robert
Osborne sang the strenuous title role and was
strongest in the furious sections: his voice
is really at its best depicting evil characters
like Captain Bristlepunkt in I’ve Got the Tune
(on Original Cast Records) and Prosecutor
Katzmann in Sacco and Vanzetti (on YouTube).
In March, the venue presented a double-bill
of Peter Winkler’s Fox Fables (libretto and
staging by Rhoda Levine) and Sheila Silver’s
The Wooden Sword, both in conjunction with
SUNY-Stony Brook, which also presented two
performances of each. Of these, the Winkler
was the more successful, as the librettist/
director persuaded the composer to pare and
cut to exactly the right size and shape. The
Silver opera was notable for the lovely singing
of Risa Renee Harmon whose soprano soared
above the often heavy orchestration that

sometimes covered most of the other singers.
Like the Wilson, Fox Fables’ primary theme
seemed to be the foolishness of those who
trust in authority, but an ominous reference to
the presence of tracks leading into the lion’s
den but not out could not help but cause at
least this listener to think of Auschwitz.
About 300 operas with consciously Jewish
themes are among the listings in Kenneth
Jaffe’s 437-page Solo Vocal Works on Jewish
Themes: A Bibliography of Jewish Composers,
published this year by Scarecrow Press. A 13year labor of love, it is highly recommended
to anyone interested in vocal music by Jews,
especially for the Yiddish theater
A musico-dramatic work on a Jewish theme
was Korach, a play for and produced at The
Living Theatre by Judith Malina with a cast of
26 and music by Steve Taylor, Carlo Altomare,
and Sheila Dabney, who also music-directed,
Dec. 8, 2010-Feb. 28, 2011. The work begins
with a video of Malina herself playing Emma
Goldman, extolling anarchism as a great
tradition, and Korach as the first Biblical
exponent of it. This is appropriate, since
Emma’s last portrayal in NY was in fact at The
Living Theatre. Solidarity and resistance were
the themes throughout, as the cast chanted,
among other things, the great Jewish partisan
melody by Vilna ghetto songwriter Hirsh Glik,
“Shtil, di Nakht iz oysgeshterent” – without,
apparently, knowing what they were singing!
The cast irresistibly inspired the audience to
dance with it onstage at the end, much in the
spirit of the troupe’s great epic of the 1960s,
Paradise Now, though without the nudity of
that era.
Nudity, of a sort, featured in the Transport
Group’s revivals of Michael John LaChiusa’s
Hello Again, his 1994 musical adaptation of
Artur Schnitzler’s 10-character 10-scene play
Reigen, aka La Ronde. Schnitzler’s original
10 heterosexual overlapping couplings
have been re-cast here, with 6 men and 4

and understanding of love

– heterosexual, homosexual and bisexual

manifestations.
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women, and the most affecting music sung
by two gay men in bed, transitioned to and
from by bisexual individuals sandwiched by
straight couples. No lesbians, though you’d
think they’d be there, for symmetry. In Jack
Cummings III’s direction, the action all takes
place between and on ten tables at which
the audience is seated, thus giving a literal
in-your-face feeling to the sex acts being
performed (the most amusing of which was
yet another simulated blowjob – this one
embellished by popcorn). Programs were
not handed out until the end, so it was
hard to follow who was who, which was I
suppose part of the point: sexual partnering
as impersonally interchangeable. Not very
satisfying, however.
A more satisfying performance, even though
the work is still unfinished, was experienced
at Turtle Bay Music School Dec. 17, 2010,
in Judith Sainte Croix’s Visionary Dance
performed by the Sonora Trio, Mark Degamo,
projections and dancers. Students became
part of the performance, and an ecstatic
mood prevailed. More when the work-inprogress is complete!
Also satisfying were the eloquent performances by Amanda Crider and (on short notice)
tenor Michael Kelly of songs by David Sisco

...many of the songs ended buttonlessly,
fading out on a dominant chord,
or otherwise unresolved.
and Elie Siegmeister, sensitively accompanied
by Liza Stepanova, Feb. 17, 2011 at the
Lincoln Center Library (postponed from Jan.
27 due to the snowstorm). Two of the 3 Lorca
Elegies by Siegmeister were transposed up,
slightly disturbing the tonal unity of the set,
but the singing of both soloists was nearly
flawless and so much in the spirit of MC Paul
Sperry’s “Joy of Singing.”
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Other song recitals of note included the
NYFOS series at Merkin Hall and Beth
Anderson’s Women’s Work series at
Greenwich House.
The first of these was the most accomplished,
introduced by Steven Blier, alternating with
Michael Barrett accompanying Sari Gruber,
Liza Forrester, James Martin and (briefly)
Christopher Tiesi on Feb. 15 & 17, 2011 in a
collage of American songs by Bernstein, Ives,
Weill, Bolcom, Rorem, Hoiby, Cole Porter,
Paul Fujimoto, Michael Sahl, Hugh Martin,
Hall Johnson, Leiber & Stoller, and Steven
Marzullo. Ms. Gruber progressed from a
growly chest voice to a lovely high soprano,
while Ms. Forrester impressed with a wide
vocal and dramatic range throughout. The
texts were especially well chosen to reflect
a kind of cycle of NY life from morning ‘til
night. “Love, Lust and Longing in Poetry
and Song” was the title of soprano Eileen
Strempel’s Greenwich House recital, accompanied by pianist Gilya Hodos Mar. 24,
2011. The promising program opened with
Pauline Viardot-Garcia’s Pushkin settings
(in German) and continued with settings
by women composers of texts by Margaret
Atwood and e.e. cummings, all composed
for Ms. Strempel over the last 6 years. Judith
Cloud (1954- ), who had a song in each
group, was there to talk about her music. So
did Libby Larsen, along with Lori Laitman,
Elisenda Fábregas and Amanda Harberg in
the Atwood; Christine Donkin, Regina Harris
Baiocchi and Jocelyn Hagen in the Cummings.
Applause from the small audience was scant,
as many of the songs ended buttonlessly,
fading out on a dominant chord, or otherwise
unresolved. The program is to be streamed
and available for viewing, and certainly worth
watching, at least in segments. II
For full article, see on-line edition
www.newmusicon.org.

LET THERE BE
LIGHT ET AL.
The New York Philharmonic conducted by
Alan Gilbert, Thomas Adès , piano; New
York premiere of In Seven Days (Concerto
for Piano with Moving Image (2008) by
Thomas Adès, with music by Wolfgang
Amadeus Mozart and Gustav Mahler, Avery
Fischer Hall, January 8, 2011
by Barry O’Neal
All the various versions of the Judeo-Christian
bible begin with a powerful description of the
creation of the world. The ever-resourceful new
director of the New York Philharmonic, Alan
Gilbert, began the New Year by devoting the
second half of his first series of 2011 subscription concerts to presenting English composer
Thomas Adès, as piano soloist, in the New
York premiere of his composition In Seven
Days (Concerto for Piano and Moving Image)
based on the creation story. The thirty-minute
work was written in 2008 and is a collaboration between Adès and Israeli video artist Tal
Rosner. In Seven Days is a vivid, picturesque,
completely engrossing exploration of the seven
days of creation as described in the Hebrew
Version of the biblical Old Testament. Unlike a
commercial film where the composer usually
gets to make his contribution only after the
film is completed, In Seven Days was truly a
collaboration throughout the “writing” of the
piece. According to Adès’s description, he and
Rosner worked in ten second increments of
time, with sometimes the music coming first,
sometimes the visual elements. The latter –
derived from photographs of two architectural
sources: The Royal Festival Hall in London and
the Walt Disney Concert Hall in Los Angeles
(the two venues that hosted the premieres
of In Seven Days) – were displayed on a large
rectangular screen divided into six equally sized,
smaller rectangles. Though Rosner speaks of
the visuals as being “choreographed” to the
music, the ways in which the visuals reflect the
two structures are revealed only gradually. For

example, the opening imagery (identical on all
six panels), which looks like silvery, billowing
grey water, clearly derives from the striking
outer shell of the Frank Gehry-designed Disney
Hall, home of the Los Angeles Philharmonic
(one of the organizations that commissioned
the piece). Color is introduced gradually. The
long opening section, for example, stays with
grey, black and blue. Yellow does not appear
until the fourth section and brown colors the
imagery of the sixth section.
The seven continuous movements of In Seven
Days take the form of a reverse set of variations
in which the theme is presented in its simplest,
most straightforward form in the final section.
The opening (1. Chaos-Light-Darkness) is
striking. The void (Chaos) is presented not as a
blackness, but as a busy, seemingly directionless
rippling of rhythmically charged string figures,
gradually joined by flowing wind lines and
chorale-like passage for brass. The music rises to
a glowing, climactic chord for the full orchestra,
as the visual images coalesce into a blinding
white light (“Let there be light” or “the big

and the piano solo writing is intriguingly varied.
Adès’ style is eclectic, clearly tonal and modernist but never doctrinaire. The brasses are favored
with some sonorous chorales and the Fugue is
especially exciting. Patterned (by accident or design) on the fugue that ends Benjamin Britten’s
A Young Person’s Guide to the Orchestra, it
begins with skittish flutes and piccolo playing
an angular theme that gradually descends
through the orchestra from higher pitched wind
instruments to lower wind and string instruments. The scoring is constantly varied and
kaleidoscopic. The moving, simple presentation
of the descending, scalic “theme,” by the piano
in the seventh section (Contemplation), with
lapping string figures, stops in mid-sentence as
if to suggest that the work of creation is never
completed. The players of the Philharmonic,
carefully prepared and evidently pleased to
perform such challenging and satisfying music,
were particularly brilliant in the Fugue.
In Seven Days is a major addition to the
repertoire and one hopes that other pianists will
undertake the piece besides the composer and

...truly a collaboration throughout the “writing” of the piece.
bang?”). Like the long orchestral tutti in a traditional concerto, this is a superb preparation for
the introduction of the soloist, who at first plays
busy passagework that descends from the upper register, as the music gradually slows down.
As it does, the piano’s music becomes more
differentiated, with articulated motives and
dissonant chords. The sections that follow: 2.
Separation of the Waters into the Sea and Sky;
3. Land-Grass-Trees; 4. Stars, Sun, Moon-Fugue;
5. Creatures of the Sea and Sky; 6. Creatures of
the Land; and 7. Contemplation are beautifully
scored for a large orchestra with plenty of
percussion (3 [picc., alto]/3/3/3[cbn.] – 4/3/3/1;
timpani., orchestra bells, vibraphone, crotales,
hand bells, 2 suspended cymbals, small triangle,
small claves, small bongos, cabaça, 3 hanging
bells or bell plates, 3 large gongs, tam-tam, 4
roto-toms, snare drum, bass drum and strings);

Nicholas Hodges (who performed the premiere
in London with the composer conducting).
The first half of the concert was also satisfying, with a fine, taut reading of W.A. Mozart’s
Symphony No. 40 in G minor, K. 550 and
Thomas Hampson joining the orchestra for
Gustav Mahler’s Kindertotenlieder. Hampson’s
voice is a bit drier these days but his love of
this repertoire and his musicianship are always
evident, and he met the subtle challenges of
this wonderful cycle of grieving ably partnered
by the orchestra. Gilbert’s and Hampson’s take
on the last song (“In diesem Wetter, in diesem
Braus”) was particularly edgy and intense, until
the resigned coda which nearly reached a hardwon serenity. II
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nmc talks with
TOBIAS PICKER
NMC: Your opera Emmeline
premiered at Santa Fe Opera
in 1996. It was your first
opera. Three operas then
followed in swift succession: Fantastic Mr. Fox two
years later, Therese Raquin
two years after that, then
An American Tragedy, a
Metropolitan Opera commission, in 2005. That’s four
operas in nine years! Had
you always wanted to write
opera, or did the experience
of working on Emmeline,
and its success, push you in
a direction you would not
have anticipated?

TP: I wanted to (or knew
I would eventually) write
operas since I was a small
child and watched them on
TV. Amahl and the Night
Visitors was broadcast
every year, for example. Moreover (and younger readers may not be aware of this), plays
were written for TV and shown almost weekly. And those gave me another exposure to
theater early on. Yes, and NBC used to commission operas for television, hard as that is
to imagine today. I remember watching Menotti’s Labyrinth on TV in 1963 and being very
drawn into the whole experience. Even though he wrote it specifically for the medium of
TV, its theatricality had a big impact on me at nine years old. It was not long after that
that I was taken to see my first opera live, at the old Met, Fanciulla. The circumstances
of my going to see Fanciulla are interesting from the point of view of what public school
education used to offer. Every year at the elementary school I attended, the fourth grade
class studied a great opera. We were paired off and spent weeks working together on
a maquette showing our concept of how the set should look. We made these in large
cardboard boxes with the front, top and one side cut out. Then there was a competition for best maquette and mine and my partner’s won. Our maquette was put into a
display case for the whole school to see and the entire class was taken to see a matinee
performance of Fanciulla.
I did not begin my first opera, Emmeline until 1994, when I was forty. By this time I
had composed pieces in just about every genre; four piano concerti, three symphonies,
concerti for violin, viola, cello and oboe and a number of other orchestral and chamber
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pieces and vocal works. I had been composer
in residence for the Houston Symphony
for five years. I had honed my craft as an
orchestrator and my voice as a composer. I
knew I was finally ready to tackle the largest
of all genres, opera, a genre for which I’d
developed a great reverence.
The earliest example of literature influencing
my work was The Encantadas from 1983. It
is a work for speaker (or actor) and orchestra
and it is full of word painting inspired by the
rich prose of Herman Melville’s descriptions
of the Galapagos Islands which he’d visited
as a young man in the Merchant Marines.
The Encantadas is a theatrical work – a
melodrama – not a narrated travelogue. There
is a drama between the speaker and the
orchestra and a constant interplay that casts
the speaker in different moods and characters
throughout.
From the time I began composing as a child,
I’d always hoped to be able to write opera.
So much so that I wrote Gian Carlo Menotti
a letter when I was eight telling him that I
planned to write an opera about Schubert. (I
abandoned the project in favor of learning to
play the piano first). I was very excited when
he wrote back to me. He said he’d done so
because my childhood name, Toby, was the
name of the central character of his opera,
The Medium.
Another early influence was my German
Jewish grandfather’s obsession with Wagner.
From the time I can remember he made
it very clear to me that Wagner was the
greatest composer who ever lived and that
Mozart was of no interest (he called it
“deedle-deedle-dee-musik.”) No composer
besides Wagner was even worth mentioning. This attitude must have instilled in me a
proper sense of awe about the entire world of

composition and made me all the more curious about other composers. And it forced me
to confront Wagner at a very early age. This
helped fuel an inward need to create drama
with music, with and without words.
I’d written some songs as a student but
nothing I’d ever let out. The first song I wrote
was not until I was 30. It was written at the
behest of Judith Bettina who had found a
poem, Aussöhnung by Goethe especially
moving (as did I when she showed it to me).
She asked me repeatedly to set it for her.
But, as I was busy with other projects I kept
procrastinating. One day Judith was visiting us
for Thanksgiving. Suddenly she said; “go into
your study and don’t come out until you’ve
written that song.” And that’s exactly what
I did. I set it in German in an hour and then
asked her in and we read through it together.
I wrote more songs for her over time and I
credit Judy with teaching me how to write for
the voice.
NMC: Yes, but as you say, writing an opera
isn’t just writing for the voice, it’s creating
drama with music. You mention that in the 25
years leading up to Emmeline you had written
a number of pieces for orchestra and a lot of
chamber music. Several pieces come to mind:
your piano concerto The Keys to the City,
commissioned by the City of New York for the
Brooklyn Bridge Centennial, The Encantadas,
a melodrama which Sir John Gielgud later
recorded, and Old and Lost Rivers for the
Houston Symphony; the Octet for Parnassus,
your first String Quartet for the Santa Fe
Chamber Music Festival, Invisible Lilacs for
Emmanuel Ax and Young Uck Kim. Were
these pieces simply keeping you too busy to
turn your attention to opera, or do you regard
them in some way as preparation for the
larger scale of Emmeline?
TP: The latter. Large scale form is essential for
every composer to reckon with. Having a lot
of experience with form and structure before
attempting to write an opera was a necessary
thing, at least it was for me. Becoming a proficient orchestrator and developing my voice
was for me, mandatory before even thinking about opera. Everything I wrote before
Emmeline prepared me to write opera. How

could an artist decide to paint an enormous
fresco without first learning how to draw and
mix paint?
NMC: Sure, and a fresco is a good analogy
because of the need to “get it right” the
first time. With so few opportunities for
premieres, much less second or third performances, the better prepared a composer is
the better the chances are that the opera will
work as he or she imagined it. But there are
at least numerous venues for readings and
workshops of an opera as it develops – these,
however, almost never involve an orchestra,
and concentrate more on the purely theatrical aspects of an opera: the efficacy of the
libretto, and how the music – and especially
the voice -- enhances narrative and character
development. These elements aren’t a normal
part of a composer’s formal education. How
did you learn what makes good theater?
TP: I believe that one is either born to the
theater or not. That said, just like learning to
write for an orchestra, learning how to make
better theater takes practice. I learn from all
kinds of theater that I see, including opera.
But, I think the most important learning
comes from studying one’s own work and
learning to identify one’s own mistakes and
strengths. I have been very lucky to have had
the opportunity of seeing my operas performed many times in multiple productions.
I often think of the French painter, Pierre
Bonnard because he simply could never leave
a painting alone. He’d attend exhibitions
of his work wearing a long coat with loops
hidden on the inside that held paints and
brushes. When nobody was looking, he’d dab
a little more color here, or change something
there. It is very hard for me not to make some
improvement or other every time I see one of
my operas. I’ve even persuaded conductors
to leave notes on the orchestra player’s music
stands after the final dress. One can’t do that
with singers. They need much more time than
a violinist to institute a change.
NMC: You mentioned that you are now
working on a Piano Quintet, and that it has
been a long time since you haven’t been
working on a large opera commission. I imagine this could feel both very liberating and

limiting at the same time – liberating because
after a Met commission any other piece is,
almost by definition, on a smaller scale. And
limiting for the very same reason. Could you
please comment on that?
TP: I am now finishing a Piano Quintet for
Sarah Rothenberg and The Brentano Quartet
for Da Camera in Houston. I’m very excited
about the feeling I have that I’ve solved
(almost) to my satisfaction the enormous
problems that come with combining a string
quartet and the king of instruments, the
piano – two things that don’t really need
each other. And, I’m enormously excited
about the music that this has brought out of
me. It has been one of the most challenging
projects of my career. I now understand why
Schumann, Brahms, Dvorak, Shostakovich
and others wrote only one piano quintet. It is
also interesting to note that Beethoven never
wrote one.
NMC: And what do you have planned after
the Quintet?
TP: When the Quintet is finished, I’ll compose
an opera, with a libretto by J.D. McClatchy
based on the book, Dolores Claiborne (by
Stephen King - which was also made into a film
with Kathy Bates). This will be my 5th opera and
the first opera I write since writing An American
Tragedy for the Metropolitan Opera.
I’m very happy to be returning to opera after
a six-year hiatus. I feel especially blessed to
have another opportunity to write an opera
after the Met. There have been only five
operas commissioned and premiered by the
Met in the past forty-four years, mine being
the fourth. For whatever reason, of the five,
only Phillip [Glass] has gone on to write more
operas. Corigliano, Harbison and Tan Dun
have not (yet) returned to opera (that I know
of.) Of course working for and at the Met
is a tremendously exciting and indescribably
wonderful experience. But, I’m relieved to
find that there really is life after the Met. (I
did wonder whether there would be or not.)
And while there is no company in America as
big as the Met, there are certainly other great
opera companies in the world to write for. II
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Oldies but Goodies
Benjamin Boretz: Violin Concerto (Open Space 27)
Elliott Schwartz: Hall of Mirrors (Innova 681)
Harold Blumenfeld: Vers Satanique (Troy 1024)
By Ben Yarmolinsky
Benjamin Boretz (b. 1934) is perhaps best known as the editor of the journal Perspectives of New
Music, which he founded with Arthur Berger in the sixties. He has been a professor of music at
many American colleges. Before his theoretical speculations gained the upper hand, however, he
was just a young composer trying to write the music he heard in his head. His violin concerto was
written in 1956-57. Its first movement was performed at Aspen in the summer of ‘56, but the
composer never heard the rest until someone
made a MIDI realization of the whole piece for
him a couple of years ago. This virtual resuscitation led to a premiere performance and recording
last year with violinist Charles Castleman and the
Eastman Orchestra led by Geoffrey Pape. The disk
is published by the Open Space label.
The violin concerto is an intriguing and personal
work. Although there are echoes of well-known
modernist composers here and there, it has its
own way of proceeding. Without discernible
themes, it nevertheless makes a consistent
sound world characterized by gently dissonant
counterpoint arranged in coherent paragraphs.
There is always the sense of a through-line. The
three long movements are perhaps insufficiently
differentiated from one another, but the music
evolves as it goes along and is never predictable or boring. The performance – especially
Castleman’s violin playing – seems well realized.
Elliott Schwartz (b. 1936) was for many years a
professor of music at Bowdoin College. He has
also been the president of the College Music
Society, president of the Society of Composers,
Inc., vice-president of the American Music Center,
and board member of the American Composers
Alliance. In addition to being a prolific composer,
he has written textbooks and critical works. He
and his music have been widely honored.
His Hall of Mirrors is a miscellaneous collection
of (mostly) chamber works written between
1999 and 2003. It includes works for saxophone
quartet and piano; piano and percussion; violin,
contrabassoon and piano; and symphonic
wind ensemble and recorded bird sounds. The
recordings were made in various venues, and
the recording quality is uneven, often leading
to a listening experience that drifts in and out
of audibility, occasionally far too loud, but more
often too soft. This in turn leads to a frustrating
sense of discontinuity much of the time. This
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in brief
By Andrew Violette
The Music of Viktors Bastiks [Albany, Troy1197]

is particularly noticeable in “Rain Forest
With Birds” a sort of “happening” for wind
band, percussion and pre-recorded bird
sounds. While it may have worked very well
on location, its charms are hard to discern
in this recording.
Harold Blumenfeld (b. 1926) was a professor for many years at Washington University
in St. Louis. Mr. Blumenfeld has written an
opera Une Saison en Enfer about Rimbaud,
as well as other settings of the poet’s work.
On this Albany label disk, we hear that his
longstanding preoccupation with the work
of 19th century French poets has brought
forth a music appropriately French in its
sensuous use of orchestral colors and its
carefully prosodized vocal melodies. In Vers
Sataniques, Donnie Ray Albert and Christine
Schadeberg deliver the text by Baudelaire
in clear intelligible lines. In the Carnet de
Damné after Rimbaud, the recording is
inferior, particularly in “Eternité” where
Ms. Schadeberg’s voice swims in reverb and
the colorful orchestral accompaniment is
insufficiently compressed and mastered so
that once again the louds are too loud and
the quiet passages barely audible.
In addition to the two French poets represented on this disk, there is a cycle based
on poems of Derek Walcott, the Nobelwinning poet from the Caribbean. Again,
Mr. Albert’s diction is impeccable, and here
the recording quality is better, although
one can barely hear the composer intoning
the opening lines of The Odyssey at the
opening of the last song “Archipelagoes.”
One does not notice a radically different
musical approach to setting the Walcott, as
compared to the French poets. The same
coloristic use of percussion, the same modernist gestures, the good old, same old. II

This CD commemorates the 10th anniversary of the death of this unjustly neglected composer,
equal parts Glazunov and Rimsky-Korsakov’s student Jazeps Vitols – as well as precursor to Arvo
Pärt. Viktors Bastiks (1912-2001), is perhaps the most classically oriented of the Latvian romanticists. He wrote to order, living the motto “What’s the use of writing works that are not performed
or understood?” as he would say. Most of the songs here are for a capella choir with minimal
accompaniment. His Requiem (1979) in ten movements follows Brahms in using Biblical excerpts,
cantus firmus hymns, folk songs and contemporary poetry (Ludis Berzins and Leonids Breikss). It
ends with an Our Father as good as Elgar. There follows a contrapuntal Christmas Cantata (1985).
Seven folk song settings round out the disc. Andrejs Jansons conducts the Lavian National Opera
Orchestra along with the excellent New York Latvian Concert Choir.

David Stock String Quartets 5, 6 and 7 [Albany, Troy1188]
Mr. Stock writes in the late Aaron Copland/Arthur Berger tradition of “accessible” atonality. Three
of his eight string quartets are represented here. The fifth, written in 2000, is a dark to light piece
reminiscent to these ears of Ernst Bloch: melodic expressionist lines over quiet secundal harmonies. The sixth, written that same year, is six movements played without pause: the two outer
movements are moto perpetuo, inner movements feature early Carter-esque independent lines
and Bartokian cantabile counterpoint. The five-movement seventh string quartet includes, according to the composer, “a spooky march…an intense scherzo...[and] a classical style romp.” The
Cuarteto Latinoamericano sound as good as their recent 17 quartet Villa-Lobos cycle, although
here the mastering is a little too dry for my taste.

Turner, Chamber music of Robert Sierra performed by Continuum, Cheryl Seltzer and
Joel Sachs, Directors [New Albion Records NA135]
According to the American Academy of Arts and Letters “Roberto Sierra writes brilliant music,
mixing fresh and personal melodic lines with sparkling harmonies and striking rhythms.”
In Turner (2002), for Pierrot ensemble, Sierra uses a panoply of contemporary techniques
and gestures for coloristic effect in order to describe programmatically certain paintings by
J.M.W. Turner.
His Trio #2 for violin, cello, and piano (2002) makes virtuosic use of “Caribbean” rhythms in its
outer movements.
2x3 (1993) for two pianos is Steve Reich meets Conlon Nancarrow meets Jamaican Rhumba.
With the combination cello and piano, balance is everything. In his Sonata (2002) for this instrumentation, Mr. Sierra meets the challenge with clarity and economy.
Cancionero Sefardi (1999) was written when Golijov-mania was at its height. Here Sierra gives the
Berio Folk Songs treatment to Ladino texts.
Continuum plays best the music it loves best.

Now Again, Music by Bernard Rands, performed by Network for New Music, Linda
Reichert, Director; Jan Krywicki, Conductor; Janice Feltry, mezzo-soprano [Albany, Troy1194]
This 30 year retrospective of the music of Bernard Rands takes its title from “now again” –
fragments from Sappho (2006), a “Cantata Erotica” for a Rhine maiden trio (soprano, mezzo
and alto) and an octet of winds, strings and percussion, in four parts with three instrumental
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interludes. He veers off his usual George Perle/
Anton Webern inspired lyricism toward more
accessible harmonies.
The Walcott Songs (2004) for mezzo-soprano
and cello is a page out of Dallapiccola’s Tre
Poemi. I found the vocal line unfocused
because of a lack of doubling. I recently heard a
performance of Ross Lee Finney’s Chamber Music
for mezzo-soprano and piano with a similarly
unfocused line also due to a complete lack of
doubling the voice. I wonder, is this a trademark
of serialists of that generation?
The Scherzi (1974) for clarinet, violin, cello and
piano, are an allusion to the Scherzi Musicali
of Monteverdi. Here, as in the Monteverdi,
one cantabile line is surrounded by a filigree of
gestures from other instruments.

Playing the edge, music for violin and percussion, Mark Rush, violin with the Arizona
Percussion Ensemble, Norman Weinberg,
Gary Cook, conductors; Jerry Kirkbride,
clarinet [Albany, Troy 1199]
Lex (1991-1993) by Michael Daugherty for
electric violin, four percussionists, timpani,
synthesizer and electric bass: Paganini lives,
here in the guise of super villain Lex Luthor as
a violinist playing a devilishly virtuosic perpetual
motion. Reworked into the first movement of
his Metropolis Symphony, Daugherty keeps his
trademark whistles and slapsticks.
Concerto for Violin and Percussion (1940-1959)
by Lou Harrison is one continuous melody
accompanied by African and Asian rhythmic
percussion inspired mainly, I think, by Balinese
gamelon. Harrison mixes “junk” instruments
with standard percussion (early John Cage and
Henry Cowell). The composer writes, “From the
beginning to the end of the composition, the violin plays only three melodic intervals: the minor
second, the major third, and the major sixth...
From any tone, then, the compositional choice
was one out of six possible ones. This method of
“interval controls” I first conceived in the middle
1930s and have used in many works. It is, of
course, a good way, other than Schoenberg’s
“12-tone System,” with which to compose
predominantly chromatic music.”
Pointing Out Your Ruse (2005) by Craig Walsh
features a big percussion cadenza and the violin
playing usual and extended techniques.
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And Legions Will Rise (2001) by Kevin Puts for
violin, marimba and clarinet: It is, according
to the composer’s program notes, “about the
power in all of us to transcend during times
of tragedy and personal crisis.” I’m hearing an
extremely sincere salad of Michael Torke, Arthur
Levering, Eric Whitacre, Steven Mackey – please
stop me.
Mr. Rush’s playing is phenomenal.

Oasis Quartet, Nathan Nabb, soprano sax;
James Bunte, alto sax; Dave Camwell, tenor
sax; Jim Romain, baritone sax [innova 744]
String Quartet (Mishima) by Philip Glass and here
played by the four-saxophone Oasis Quartet was,
according to the program notes, “composed
for Paul Schrader’s 1985 biopic Mishima: A Life
in Four Chapters...the title of each movement
comes from the scene in which the music is
found.” Through the years Glass has pursued his
own One Big Idea with the same intensity that
Barnett Newman developed his zips and Chuck
Close his little dots on a grid. Glass is Glass. Take
him or leave him. He’s the most commercially
successful composer in the scene today (he has a
combination of impeccable business sense + luck
+ triads sell).
Le Bal (2003) by Thierry Escaich is a contemporary take on a baroque dance suite (waltz and
tango replace sarabande and gigue). According
to the program notes, “disparate musical genres
are seamlessly woven together with creative
transitional sections.”
He’s a French Bang on a Can clone.
Quatuor (1983) is in the pre-WWII French neoclassic tradition. The last movement is smashing,
with its presto repeated parallel four part chords.
The rest is, as we say in Composer’s Forum,
“effective.”
The Oasis Quartet gets a smooth, warm, mellow
sound – even throughout every register.

Arctic Winds, Music by Maggi Payne
[innova 783]
Maggi Payne uses everyday sounds, some human
made (such as satellite transmissions and shortwave radio broadcasts), some made by objects
(and what a variety: gas traveling through pipes,
tungsten filaments in burned out incandescent
light bulbs) which she then transforms often
beyond recognition by way of equalization,
layering, phase vocoding, etc. She often selects

portions of a sound wave spectrum and layers
them to produce subtle drones of constantly
changing colors which intensify and fade away.
She likes to layer deeply resonant low frequencies
with high tones that sizzle and crack. The seven
selections here, from 1996 to 2009, feature
sounds of a faulty faucet, boiling water, dry ice,
papers sliding against each other, bikes, tiny gear
motors, thin brass sheets swaying, transmissions
from the Space Shuttle and Apollo missions, and
many others – all of which she processes through
convolution, granular synthesis, etc. to produce
arresting and haunting sound art.

Soundworlds, Music by Barton McLean.
Barton McLean Keyboards/computer/
recorder/clariflute; Linda Green, flutes; E.
Michael Richards, clarinet; Barbara DeChario,
harp; Priscilla McLean, voice; Paniaotis, voice
[innova 234]
Concerto: States of Being (2009) “was composed,” according to the composer, “using
a standard music sequencer program with
two Korg Wavestation and two Alesis QS 6.2
keyboards as sound generators all under MIDI
control, [which] I performed live with the luxury
of repeated takes.” The opening fragment
occurs throughout the piece. “At this point in
my creative life,” writes the composer, “I need to
fix my musical ideas as a painter fixes the paint
directly on his canvas.” The resulting sound is a
shimmering complex virtuosity.
Ritual of the Dawn (1984, rev. 1998) for flute,
clarinet, harp, piano and percussion: here “several performers play pulsed material simultaneously but not coordinating the beats,” writes the
composer. The sound here is at times like several
mid-range music boxes playing in compatible
harmony at the same time.
The electronic tone poem Demons of the Night
(1988-9) is the fourth of a five part cycle called
Visions of a Summer Night. A sample of one of
Albert Regni’s saxophone virtuoso “terror licks” is
transformed into a Dance Macabre.
Both Magic at Xanadu (MAX) (2008) and Ice
Canyons (2010), are McLean’s live recording
performances on keyboards and computer, using
his “Composers’ Playpen” software, resulting in
subtle juxtapositions of evolving timbres.
Rainforest Images II (1993) is for soprano
recorder, clariflute, keyboards, and voices with
audio processing (Expanded Instrument System)
and birds sampled from Peruvian Amazon and
Australian rain-forests. It was begun as an
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himmering complex virtuosity
installation and later composed from the material
of the resulting improvs. “In this work,” the
composer writes, “I have tried to strike a balance
between keeping the beauty and integrity of the
natural sounds intact, while at the same time
incorporating them in an actual compositional
framework in the same sense that any motivic
material would be used.” I think he has achieved
this and the result is fascinating. I think only one
other composer pulled this off – patching into
the very structure of the piece – and that’s Steve
Reich in his opera The Cave.

Dan Moore and Iowa Percussion,
Cabinet of Curiosities: The Graphic Scores of
Robert Moran [innova 792]
This CD is a compendium of Moran’s graphic
scores from 1962 to 2010 and the result of a
two year collaboration between composer and
percussion group.
Interiors II: uncharted lands (1964) features
Oliveros-like “insect” and Bartok-ian “night”
sounds: high treble melisma with pinpoint attack,
coupled with accompaniment at low frequency
with long decay and soft attack. The 22 individually recorded tracks feature a travelogue of percussion (shekere from Cuba, horse cymbals from
China, tar from the Middle East to name a few).
In terms of timbre Kenneth Gaburo’s electronic
piece Lemon Drops comes to mind [Kenneth
Gaburo: Tape Play, Pogus 21020-2].
In Elegant Journey (1965) the score is naught but
a drawing interpreted by Iowa. Mr. Moran writes,
“There had to be a way to get these uptight
classical musicians to loosen up and let go, and
graphic notation seemed to be the way to get
them to do it.” The un-uptight Iowa Percussion
Group members are not (alas!) composers
and their improv, though always technically
flawless, is grey and aimless. (For monumental
and influential percussion improv get Evelyn
Glennie’s CD shadow behind the sun [RCA
09026 63406-2]. She uses every found object
including the kitchen sink, beautifully shaped and
completely realized.)
Salagrama (1979) was originally for organ, here
transcribed for synthesizer and percussion. It’s a
hokey concept: bell chime and chochtka sounds
over a deep, slowly evolving bass – but it works
because of the excellence of the group’s execution and “it goes on forever.”
Cabinet of Curiosities (2010) is Moran cleaning out the garage. The result is six hit-or-miss
improvs on old graphic scores.

Meister Ekhard and the Point of No Return
(2008) was composed specially for the group’s
13 players, each with a single instrument. The
program notes explain that the piece, “at 4
minutes, 39 seconds, is a decelerated realization
of Moran’s 1962 composition Eclectic Boogies,
which lasts only 53 seconds. These companion
pieces, written 46 years apart, are conceptually
the same.” The effect is a delicate tapestry not
unlike the early Morton Feldman graphic scores.
Bombardments (1966) is a solo realization for
an original five-member ensemble, played with
grace and panache by Mr. Moore.

autos (1969) for 100,000 performers and most
of downtown San Francisco; his Hallelujah (1971)
for 20 marching bands and most of Bethlehem,
Pennsylvania and his Pachebel Promenade for the
city of Graz in Austria. All these are, as Moran says,
“shockingly romantic.”
He’s collaborated with Mr. Glass on the understated
and elegant The Juniper Tree (1985) (“disgracefully
pretty,” notes the composer). He’s collaborated with
Robert Helps on the famed Waltz Project (1978): 25
waltzes by Babbitt, Cage, Glass, Sessions and others.
He’s everywhere.
His style is direct, authentic and professional. It invites
the listener into the Robert Moran sound world.

Also on innova 714 is Robert Moran’s Mantra
with Alexander Hermann and Robert
Ridgell, organists; Iowa Percussion with
Dan Moore, director; the Chrismos Vocal
Ensemble; Latvian Radio Chorus and the
Grassauer Blaserensemble. It features more
great percussion music with Henry Cowell-like
flair and wit, such as Obrigado (1995) for four
percussionists with an optional piano part; and
the refreshing, transparent Stirling: It’s Raining
Cats and Dogs (2007) for 18 percussionists.
In this “musical landscape in rain,” notes the
composer, “the sound of the rain is not a
‘background colour’ but an integral sound from
start to finish.”
Iowa Ensemble gives a straightforward account
of KBOCO (2006), with its Harry Partch-like
rhythms and colorful orchestration. (For more
percussion writing get Open Veins, also on
innova 627. There’s some shimmering, polished
early Moran percussion work on this disc reminiscent of 1930s Lou Harrison). By the way, both
Moran and Glass have been strongly influenced
by Lou Harrison’s percussion writing, particularly
his Concerto for violin and percussion orchestra
(1952), Suite for percussion (1940) and, of
course the Canticles from the 30’s and 40’s.
Filling out the Mantra CD is a grand neobaroque fantasy-prelude, Elegy for a Young King
(1999) for organ; There Appeared an Angel
(2006) for achingly nostalgic wordless SATB, 10
brass and organ. With its sound veiled by the
too lively reverb of an old cathedral, functional
harmony never sounded so hauntingly sweet.
Mantra (1995) for three choruses at great
distances from each other evokes at once Henry
Brandt’s spatial pieces and Phil Kline’s environmental installations.
All this is from a man who pioneered performance art, with his 39 minutes for 39

On Cold Mountain – Karen Clark (contralto)
and the Galax Quartet [innova 795] is settings on
poems by Gary Snyder.
Roy Whelden’s straightforward Cold Mountain Songs
would not be out of place on a Carol King album.
These Sondheim-inspired aspirations are professionally realized.
Fred Frith’s For Nothing features a violin part
approaching the complexity of Virgil Thompson,
while the vocal, with its gentle atonality, stays true to
Leonard Bernstein and Larry Widdoes.
This Bubble of a Heart by Robert Morris is as good as
Arthur Berger.
Michael Roth’s theatre songs come to mind in the
skillful string writing of W. A. Mathieu’s For All. The
cycle’s last song is a tribute to Thompson’s Mother
of Us All.

Zeichen by Gerhard Stabler with the Moravian
Philharmonic Orchestra, Vit Micka, conductor
[Navona Records NV5839]
If you like the music to the shower scene from
Psycho, with its stabbing dissonant strings, you’ll
love the contemporary re-write which is the first
movement of Gerhard Stabler’s Ziechen. The second
movement, essentially background music to a
zombie movie, is willfully dissonant. The third
movement, with its solo strings hearkening back
to the European serialists of at least a generation
and a half ago, is earnest and dull. The stabbing
strings of the first movement make a comeback in
the coda. Put the CD in the computer and you’ll
get the score, which abounds in subtleties such as
quadruple pianos and fortes which you won’t hear.
II
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HAVE YOU HEARD?
Kenneth Silverman

Begin Again: John Cage A Biography
(Alfred A. Knopf)

Kyle Gann

No Such Thing As Silence: John Cage’s 4’33”
(Yale University Press)

By J.K. Randall
John Cage was a good man. And in a big way.
honest, neither coy nor flagellant about himself
open, humorous
a friendly acquaintance and a close friend
a respectful and appreciative ex-friend
a snarky eulogist, even in “mesostics”
fervent and single-minded in pursuit of his visions
hep to, often in advance of, the latest
an inventor
a sometime practitioner of most sonic, visual, and verbal arts
an imaginative collaborator with musicians, dancers, visual
artists
a supportive and energetic musical citizen who organized
programs, played and conducted, sought out gigs,
drove the bus
as good-natured in provocation as in foolery
undismayed by indifference
patient with misunderstanding
took criticism in an understanding spirit
a hard worker – an outright workaholic in his compositional
practice (flipping coins for hours; tracing imperfections
in paper; interpreting I-Ching hexagrams; procuring,
drawing upon, and superimposing transparent plastic
sheets; mesostics)
assiduous in finding needed support (angels, technicians,
the police, foundations, radio stations)
a devotee of Satie (whom he singlehandedly resurrected)
and mushrooms (which won him a bundle on Italian TV)
like his contemporary Milton Babbitt (with whom he was
often paired and contrasted), a teacher of devoted
musicians who went their own distinguished ways.
(Feldman, Wolff, Brown; Martino, Lewin, Boretz,
Sondheim, Lansky, Westergaard)
These qualities glow in Kenneth Silverman’s 400-page bio.
KS covers the standard biographical dimensions
comprehendingly
needed musical commentary is refreshingly competent, is
nicely integrated into the narrative, and distinguishes
and articulates clearly JC’s easily muddled concepts
of possible narrative tracks, KS adheres to the career curve
this-then-that
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clown-to-sage
rags-to-riches
parochial-to-famous
outsider-to-lawgiver
jampacked with shapely, well-paced info
for us musical octogenarians, a tour down memory lane
all the artists, celebrities, restaurants, streetnames,
hangouts, friends, lovers, newspapers, cities, countries, 		
triumphs, disasters
richly sprinkled with Cage’s conversations and remarks
goes down like water
even rereads well
And he was a gutsy prankster
His most celebrated spoof
4’33” for piano solo
flourished in the ‘50’s
in the attentive sitdown & shut up
highcultural concert frame
in designated rows & columns
indispensable
to appropriately offend its captive audience
outranks Rauschenberg all-whites, all-reds
where you could look the other way
or walk out
Kyle Gann, as a composer and longtime contemporary music critic for
the Village Voice, has an unforced feel for the milieu; and as a convert
from pro- to anti- to pro-, he retains a vivid sense of the shades of
unbelief which envelop Cage to this day, and of the factual and
philosophical range required for a convincing defense of 4’33”, which
he supplies clearly, engagingly, and in unflinching detail to bring its
standing to the singular level of Sacre du Printemps.
No such thing as silence confronts the multiple, and always vital,
meanings which silence had for Cage and his work:
1) the equal, antithetical, not to be slighted, partner of sound
2) a misnomer for inattention to leakage or rejection of unwanted
3) the universal emptiness, embracing all, out of which sound
arises, or into which it’s injected
4) zero on the meter
Gann defends 4’33” as 2), and some still value it as recognition and
incorporation of what’s out there, art embracing real life, busting
open the frame. For 4’33”, I would myself prefer to invoke the aural
tension of hushed expectation turning indignant – not shuffling feet,
coughs, or catcalls, if any, which are merely acoustic symptoms of that
silence. Check out the oppressive aural density at the deserted southmost stretch of the Florida everglades: to me, “the silence where no
sound hath been” is a crunchy psychoacoustic, psychological, certainly
not an acoustic, concept. (With pranks, as with all Cage in extremis, KS
is avuncularly indulgent, citing all defenses, arguing none.)
And like Milton,
he was a virtuoso of the academic and art league
lecture circuits
Lecture about Nothing.
a great spoof
likewise needs the conventional frame

to offend appropriately
in 1947 under highclass auspices
you were honored to be there
and you presented your thing politely
with its best foot forward
I have nothing to say
maybe an idea will occur
now we’re really getting nowhere
now we start the third part of the second section of this lecture
if anyone is going to sleep, let him
This is the one I wish I had written myself
Q:
Sir, why do you write unplayable chords for piano?
A:
Composing is one thing,
performing is another,
listening is a third.
What could they possibly have to do with one another?
another social offense:
threefold
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derides the questioner
dodges the question
and is preposterous besides
But Cage always wraps the upthrust finger in his own cocky brand
of dismissive, neoZen reasoning.
Your next move, after chuckling over the guy’s irrepressible effrontery, is to think about Cage’s A all over again yourself. You begin
to see that your own rapid riposte to Cage’s answer is no peach.
So don’t treat Cage’s terminal question as merely rhetorical. Think
harder. And let me whisper something to you: Cage spent most of
his life driving these three apart.
#
an Action spoof
contact mic’s
amplify JC
typing letters
&
drinking water
#
But what’s this about the greatest American
composer of the 20th century? Did Cage enter some
sweepstakes with Elliot Carter, Milton Babbitt, and Morton
Feldman and come out on top?
(KS accepts JC’s preeminence as a given
that’s just who it’s about
doesn’t argue it one way or the other
observes the saint
doesn’t campaign for sainthood)
The “American” thing has long been of concern
to those who fear being a mere appendage of Europe.
(KS precedes his book
with four hightoned, not-to-be-skipped, quotes.)
It’s a widely respected opinion
that a composer is not authentically American
if he exudes the musical traditions of continental Europe.
Authenticity requires a touch of Asia.
which sends me scurrying to Cageworks
He did compose, didn’t he?, a modest number of rather 		
		
understated very original pieces
and a less modest number of overstated self-defeating ones,
wasn’t it?
what to listen to – a tough question
no discography in KS
and only an amazing one for 4’33” in Gann
anyway, half his stuff isn’t recorded
and half of that couldn’t be
and much of it
isn’t an it
just suggestions
the Sonatas & Interludes?
Dream?
In a Landscape?
16 Dances?
Concerto for Prepared Piano & Orch.?
fine stuff
but pre-Cage Cage
Also SQ in 4 Parts (overlook Part 4.) simple, focused, 		
		circumscribed
a subtle gem of gentle, quiet stasis
in its time risked sounding impoverished, feeble, inept,
amateurish
and so it did – in the context of Imbrie, Kirchner, Bartok,
Hindemith
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but Cage soon veered off in his more celebrated directions
Concert for Piano & Orch.(Tudor &)
Music of Changes (David Tudor or Herbert Henck, pn)
Freeman Etudes (Paul Zukofsky or Janos Negyesy, vln)
Etudes Australes (Grete Sultan, pn)
the real JC
never mind who’s responsible or in what sense
composer, performer, random
(do you care?)
just listen to these CD’s as if
and as is
Did Cage himself listen
by merely noticing? by taking inventory?
without retention or penetration or spin?
Try it.
Where are you now?
NYC 25th Anniversary CD
Concert for Piano and Orchestra
(epical, awesomely intricate, says KS)
players do their own individually assigned things
(these loci of Liberation and Freedom will persist for JC)
for us veterans of unscripted as well as scripted
improvisation
this disastrous semi-composed glob of witless togetherness
is readily identifiable
as what you get when no one listens to anyone else
But that would seem to be what Cage was after.
So now listen to the spacious, heedful, dazzlingly timed,
interaction conducted by Stefano Scodanibbio (2006).
Huh?
{Cage and KS
– not to mention the giddy claque –
must have both been
psychic
to foresee this future
lurking in the womb of the 25th}
Music of Changes / Herbert Henck
a good way to listen
be doing something else
(good anticipation of what you’ll have to do
at a musicircus combo
or a europera)
any short stretch by Henck
(or David Tudor in the old days)
yields erratically fetching gestures
that doubtless, as they blur into, over, and out
pique our interest in JC’s methods of production
his famous gamuts and hexagrams
But there it is
how did he do it
not what is it
M of C initiated JC’s determination to create, with and for supremely
equipped mod music performers, some supremely hard to play,
supremely hyperactive continuity, which buried the integrity, the right
to life, of any individual sound.
Freeman Etudes / Paul Zukofsky
The execrable Freeman Etudes for solo violin sound like outtakes from
my own much more attractive Lyric Variations for Violin and Computer
written with and for Paul a decade earlier. It’s painful to hear such
a massive frustration of human physiology in the teeth of randomly
supplied bowstrokes.

So now listen to the string bass (Scodanibbio) do it in 1995.
(Yes! Same guy. String bass yet.)
All contradiction jells in wondrous oracular excess like Milton
Babbitt’s around the horn for solo French horn.
Etudes Australes / Grete Sultan
To pitchfreaks, a striking feature of Australes early on is the
rediscovery of the power, within the rich emptiness of well-mic’d
pianospace, of the whole energy of the whole space achieving the
tight focus that we apprehend as a clearly manifested single pitch.
Makes the occasional fistful sound schmutzig, like a mishit.
As with other Cagean verities, I come full circle with this one.
Sure, it was great to liberate noise from the Unmusical slot and
learn to hear all those snazzy nonharmonic frequency packages.
And after a lifetime’s worth, a mere screening of starmaps reveals to
us, all over again, the miracle of pitch.
what’s left when taste is blocked out?
However unintentionally gestural Music of Changes, Freeman
Etudes, and Etudes Australes may seem, Cage did manage to
eliminate ego therefrom, unlike Stockhausen (I have Spoken) or
Boulez (addict of the breathless hush and the antiquated superscrabble (usually going up, says Morton Feldman {they hated each
other}))
Cage targeted hearing as well
– as in need of liberation –
wishing that we would free ourselves
from any and all emotional, musical, intellectual, humanoid
spin
and break on thru to the other side
to each sound in the fullness of its own life
uncontaminated even by its context of other sounds
lifelong
he encouraged us to hear not just music
but each sound in the world around us that way
an sich
for its unique sheerly sonic essence
Cage even liberated himself
from any need to think sound.
Preoccupied, ingeniously as always, with showbiz, in musicircuses
and europeras (none of which have I ever personally witnessed)
Cage seems to have driven 2.performance to a level of hullabaloo
in which 1.composing is unneeded and 3.listening is impossible. He
ceased for a while to “compose” at all.
what happens if it returns?
(We liked JC’s taste.)
Ryoanji / Scodanibbio (str b)
(yes, amazing again – glissando, live & taped)
Sixty Eight / Lucas Vis, Bav.Rad.Orch.
(nicely dubbed “anarchic harmony” by KS)
two late celebrations of the miracle
in two different ways
tracing a rock garden
pitch-handouts & timeframes
after a concert of one of his late works Cage remarked
that he had always wanted his music to be heard that way
but this is patently false
A caveat:
As Cage seemed to sense, even his free-for-alls come alive precisely
insofar as the performers adapt to one another, and drop dead
when they don’t. What else could his disgust with inattention have
meant?

And while some of his political and musical pronouncements, divestitures, electronics, pranks, happenings, and hullabaloo may seem
as quaint and dated as the bunny hop, don’t forget to remember
the sparkling jewels strewn along his path – much of his writing
(including even mesostics); Sonatas & Interludes, SQ in 4 Parts,
stretches of Music of Changes and Etudes Australes, Ryoanji, SixtyEight, and music yet to be unveiled; along with some drawings and
etchings, and plenty of ferocious musical calligraphy. And there is
also his undeniable allover everpresence in the work of his progeny.
so is he or isn’t he?
Given that James Pritchett’s classic study The Music of John Cage
(1996) creates an organic, musicworks-centered narrative of Cage’s
evolution about as superbly as can be imagined, what more might
we hope for in a bio by a scholar with a thorough immersion in
Cage’s multifaceted achievements and heavy credits in American
Culture (bios of Houdini, Poe, Morse and Cotton Mather).
Each of these three very different books (Silverman, Gann,
Pritchett) exhibits a fine, if slightly hagiographic, intelligence, and
each served me well thru stacks of CD’s, books, and a few vinyls on
my journey from twilight to halflight.
KS says that JC wrote more about music than any other 20th century composer: so we might hope for a snottier appraisal of those
chains of whimsy which Cage offered in the guise of reasoning.
KS understandably accepts these appeals to reason as biographical
and sociological fact, but doesn’t probe and dramatize their tortuous explanatory complexities as he does, say, for Cotton Mather on
witchcraft. Surely the value of these whimsical chains lies as much
in the ripples and eddies emanating therefrom into the deposits of
shortchange and roadkill nearby as in their idiosyncratic Cagean
termini.
As a sanity check, check out the reasoning offered by JC for declaring “harmony” (meaning always tonal chord progressions toward
cadences) an “incorrect” basis for “structure” (Cage’s approach
to time seems puzzlingly pre-relativistic (and unZen?): an empty,
clocked, container whose arithmetical subdivisions are open for
occupancy.). Considering bases for structure should surely lead to
a more discriminating focus of, and upon, pre-composition (a
Babbitt term) – but that’s more up Pritchett’s alley.
I could also use more about Cage’s breakdown (mid-’40’s); his
failed neoadolescent attempts to “inject his emotions” into his
music (sounded to others “like a woodpecker on a chalkboard”); –
(notice that the somewhat inscrutable notion of that pristine sound
out there into which he hoped to inject his “emotions” conforms
to the similarly inscrutable notion of that pristine clocktime out
there into whose waiting subdivisions he injected sound); – his
ultimate conviction that all, not just musical, emotion is inherently
a bad thing, unsettling to the mind; – (a Buddhist belief no doubt,
but in postwar NYC more commonly ascribable to a wounded
psyche). This stuff is all there in KS, but not in the same package.
For Cotton Mather, it would have been.
For a subject of such quirky catholicity, one might wish for a
biographer who was somewhat the novelist; who approached the
life more anchored in – not just reporting and describing -- the
work and less in the career curve.
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Unlike the reviewer at Amazon.com, I do OK with KS’s research into
who did what to whom and in what position; but please do make me
a fly on the wall for that month’s (5 years’?) worth of nightly meetings
of Cage, Christian Wolff, and Morton Feldman at which they laid
the conceptual musical groundwork for their skewed, as it turned out,
futures.
The few fundamental distortions in KS’s book stem from his comfort
with the Real American version of the rich tapestry of 20th century
composition in the USA – the tapestry within which Cage’s works
were first presented and heard, ignored and booed. The “Cagean” is
a gaudy, ornery thread in that tapestry, not the tapestry. KS gives us
the sound of the one hand clapping
Cage himself would be astonished and not a little annoyed with the
Great Composer label. He genuinely, not coyly or flagellantly, claimed
deficiency in feeling for harmony, and even for music. (In this last, he
sells his early works short.) But he also sells short what I can only describe
as his gift of prophecy, prophecy that his blobs and squiggles would
find virtuose interpreters who would accept responsibility to create
therefrom the music that he had intuited – certainly not inwardly heard
– in principle only. This is not the familiar case of the not-yet decently
performed composer, nor quite like the songwriter whose sheetmusic
reaches the fakebooks of a generation of inspired improvisers. Those guys
were thinking sound from the outset. Cage systematically over a period
of years took extraordinary measures to think in such blatantly nonsonic
terms (flipping coins, I-Ching, tracing starmaps) that his own sonic intentions, if any, would die at birth. (KS dubs this step-by-step acquisition of
irresponsibility “self-effacement” and “self-erasure”. (Surprisingly Cage’s
own gamut of sounds was the last to go.)) What we’re left with is more
like Nostradamus’s prophesies about, say, camels in the Yukon, except
that you can’t improvise camels (or the Yukon), and his prophecies were
no damn good anyhow.
So just what is it actually that composing, performing, and listening
have to do with one another? How did all that turn out?
KS affirms Morton Feldman’s emergent pre-eminence
and is onto the JC / MF split
which he reports the way they told it
– which is kind of cute
The way I tell it:
Feldman SQ2 / Arditti: composing = listening = feeling-out
the Heard:
The final score encodes for a listener / performer / scorereader
an aural process of prodding (considerately) and absorbing each sound
from the inside out, until aura and specificity prevail, and we may
advance to elsewhere. Proceeding from Cagean premises, MF has
turned them upside down.
Autonomy of the sound resides not in insulation of ding-a-ling an
sich against human spin, but in a concentrated mutual adjustment
of sender and receiver. What has become of the formerly distinct
but interlocked roles of composer, performer, listener? They have
become one and the same in an unprecedented degree of consolidated freedom – not just freedom from ulterior constriction, but also
freedom from merely partial, specialized engagement; freedom for
fully invested awareness.
It seems best to tell the difference.
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an introductory footnote to John Cage
THE ACQUISITION OF IRRESPONSIBILITY
shortchange & roadkill
1.Promulgate lowgrade textbook harmony & analysis as the Story
of the Past. Serious about pitch? History demanded the march from
classical tonality to romantic disintegration to serialization to random
to fuhgeddaboudit.
(Not quite. History suggests a more discriminating construction and
deeper grasp of classical tonality (Cf.Schenker & Boretz), and alternative ways of emerging from reconceived romantic disintegration. (Cf.
Scriabin, Bartok, Hindemith.)
2.Or import a stance from a nearby but distinct dimension {so that
acoustic fact becomes compositional doctrine} and thereby fortify our
progress from the acoustic independence of pitch, duration, dynamic,
& timbre, to total serialization, to fuhgeddaboudit there’s no zero!
(This last is a John Cage caper.)
(How about a deeper probe of kinds and shades of musical dependence. How was, say, timbre handled by Mozart? by Berlioz? by
Schoenberg? by Geo. Crumb?)
inheritance
the concert is the highcultural wing of music-oriented showbiz, the
theater where music becomes actual, and whose needs, apparatus,
and manners are both obligatory and of the essence
a composer provides, to performers and score-readers, notations of his
newly imagined soundpiece
the notations are in historically evolving, widely understood and
agreed-upon, codes for highly specified sounds and the transmission
thereof
the performers are highly skilled interpreters and executants of these
codes, who transmit the highly, but not utterly, determinate import
thereof to the listener
the listener is an idealized member of the audience
the audience is a group of appropriately acculturated persons
assembled in a devoted, closed, space, and behaving unitedly
– in concert – in ritually receptive, silent, attentive, immobility
liberation from
sound from bias:
noise is welcome
sound from romantic humanoid effusion
sound from other sound:
let each individual sound live out its own life
not subserve context or human shaping
composition from composer’s taste and memory:
use a limited, repetitive, pre-determined gamut of
sounds
composition from composer’s intention:

generate the score by sequencing the gamut with
chance methods
performer from composer 1:
designate the performer’s taste as the sequencer of the
composer’s gamut
performer from composer 2:
transfer to the performer the means and methods for
sequencing the composer’s gamut by chance
performer from composer 3:
describe in very unspecific terms the sorts of events or
actions to be freely invented by performer
performer from composer 4 ( = altogether):
1.find or devise a musically uninterpreted notation, 		
		
picture, or phenomenon for performer to interpret
			
(this method has yielded many a stunning
		
work of calligraphy or visual art )
2.invite performer to carry out some action of own 		
		choosing (Thank you, Sir!)
			
(the ultimate was attained by the legendary
		
European performer to whom the composer
		
said “Play anything you like. Just make sure
		
my name is on the program.”)
(each liberation is from, is always in resistance to any encroachment
by, is always a further release of / from responsibility ( = acquisition
of irresponsibility) for whatever sound may reach the audience)
this evolution took place on stage of course
in concerts
for audiences
freedom
Pritchett reports that Cage disliked free improvisation for its let-itall-hang-out expressivity. (Scelsi disliked its you-did-this so I-do-that
conventions.)
JC never stresses, or even encourages, conscious unplanned
interaction among unprogrammed equally involved participants; and
for years, he valorized doing your own thing (which he provided)
without concern for what others (similarly provided) were doing.
(Cage came to see all things as “interpenetrating”, a static existential
concept, not as interacting.)
His late return to recognizable composition in the “number” pieces
(individual handouts of pitches in timeframes) gets him some pretty
good simulations of an Interplay session {in which the rules are
overtly ethical and social (be nice) and not sonic at all, fostering free,
considerate, imaginative, sonic interaction among aurally focused
participants – no concert, no audience, no show, just a sonic image of
anarchist association in free pursuit of an evolving unspecified goal}.
But with his musicircuses and europeras, certainty that simultaneous things will insulate their separate integrities is built in.
anarchy
anarchist Community? any JC thing like Interplay sessions?
I think not.

Pritchett cites a Benjamin Tucker paragraph about community and
freely formed groups and common goals. But JC’s entire output as a
composer, his prose declarations notwithstanding, testifies avowedly
and vigorously for an anarchism of the insulated, the uncontaminated.
He faulted his Concert for Piano and Orch. not because the players
are encouraged to pay no attention to each other, which they implicitly are, but as disguised tyranny of the clock and the handout.
His later years get positively preachy.
He mentions reading Emma Goldman’s Living my Life (a lodestar
of this reviewer’s early ‘teens); and Kropotkin and Bakunin ( – in
anthologies yet; a further instance of JC’s uninflatable modesty); but
his rabbit-eared sensitivity to any form of external pressure sounds
more like Stirner (The Ego and Its Own) or Thoreau. (The image of
Thoreau alone by his pond is a JC constant.) His famous collaborations, remember, are celebrated not just for their outcomes; but also,
and especially, for their innovative noncollaborational procedure: See
you comes Showtime!
Perhaps it tells us something (I’m not sure what) that Cage detested
inattentive or sloppy work; and while going to lengths to avoid any
imposition on anyone else, he always created imaginatively irrelevant
time-consuming labor-intensive production rituals for himself.
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mervyn cooke

the hollywood film
music reader
(Oxford University Press)
by Barry L. Cohen

It appears to be more and more the case that if we want to learn
about our own American culture we need only to look to the British
for genuinely incisive observations. Mervyn Cooke, currently Professor
of Music at the University of Nottingham, has written several books on
American music, including one on modern opera and one on jazz. This
newest volume bills Cooke as editor, which may be a bit misleading.
Much of Cooke’s own commentary pervades the volume so that it
becomes not merely a compilation of thoughts and experiences from
the practitioners of movie music themselves but a continuous history
on the subject, with the author supplying the necessary framework
in clear but highly detailed text. Any observer of the contemporary

American music scene, who believes that this field has been conspicuously overlooked in the literature of our times, will welcome this latest
addition to the slowly increasing coverage available to us now.
Kathryn Kalinak’s Settling the Score, another recent book on the
subject, discusses some notable scores, and, interestingly, is being
published both in the U.S. and the U.K. But one other book on the
subject I found most intriguing some time ago is Knowing the Score,
by Irwin “Bud” Bazelon. This composer was critical (not surprisingly)
of the many aspects of composing for Hollywood he experienced. The
book makes for good reading, if somewhat one-sided and trenchant.
Cooke is undertaking a quite different approach; he is covering the
waterfront, including many areas of film that may be of lesser interest
to readers, such as the old cartoons, the performances arranged for silent showings, and the rather esoteric production details which a hired
composer had to learn from the ground up. Most readers couldn’t
care less how a Moviola works. I’ll skip those here, knowing full well
that composers simply accept the various mechanics required in film
production and presentation without making much out of them. I once
spoke briefly with Philip Glass after a concert and I offered the opinion
that conductor Michael Riesman had shown inordinate skill in keeping
Glass’s score in synch with the showing of Cocteau’s Beauty and the
Beast, even while the projection was running erratically and frames
were being jumped over. Glass simply shrugged and suggested that’s
what conductors are supposed to do.
HFMR is refreshing for its unadulterated honesty, certainly in the
no-holds-barred discussions by composers about their own successes
and failures. Bernard Herrmann himself admits that after Citizen Kane
it was all downhill for him. Who could ever deny that Herrmann’s
music for such a cinematic achievement is one of the most masterful
compositions ever conceived, and not only because it is music that
serves as effective underlining of some very powerful visuals, but
because the composer conceived it as a huge symphony based on essentially two thematic elements, one representing “Rosebud” and the
other, “Destiny.” There is a great big heated discussion still going on
regarding Hermann’s use of an original operatic aria, which not long
ago was actually recorded by world-class sopranos like Kiri Te Kanawa.
To say it was sung beautifully by Ms. Kanawa is no lie, but the cruel
fact is this scene was, as described by the composer, meant to show
how Susan, an essentially timid little lady with no talent and having
nothing near the tessitura called for, was thrown “into the quicksand”
of music forces overwhelming her birdlike voice. So to pay homage to
this music in that way simply misses the point. And here is where the
composer laces into critic Pauline Kael who, in her nasty and sometimes silly diatribe against Citizen Kane, wondered why the producers
couldn’t “afford” to quote from Thais (“with its lovely little strings”),
or any other known opera. Herrmann’s counterargument is hard to
dispute. He makes it clear that no such operatic music could have been
used to convey the effect Orson Welles wanted to achieve. And this
scene, despite its uncomfortable feeling of humiliation, is in itself two
art forms in merger, a true synthesis of cinema and music.
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What sort of music do you write for a two-hour film drama taking
place between two matter-of-fact signs (i.e., visual repeats) that read
“K/ NO TRESPASSING”? Sounds pretty unpromising – right?. That’s
the way the film was introduced to this first-time film composer,
with no sound and no titles accompanying it, only the silent but
edited images (the standard procedure). Those images begin with the
camera slowly panning from that sign to a huge mansion in which
a dying man breathes his last throaty utterance, “Rosebud,” while
a snow crystal drops from his hand crashing to the floor. In that
sequence, the composer immediately conceived two themes, coming
from, as he put it, “that part [of you] you do not know anything
about.” There is the “Motive of Destiny” quickly followed by the
“Motive of Rosebud,” around which the whole picture pivots. And
he calls that conception “lucky” and that “without that luck it might
have been a disaster for me.” Those two motives are heard again
and again during the film in various guises, the Rosebud idea appearing during Kane’s chance first meeting with Susan, whenever his
childhood is referred to, and, certainly, in the operatic scene with its
soaring takeoff on the motive. The last of it is heard, a bold, sizzling
variation with a morendo, as the sled, named Rosebud, is tossed into
a kiln by workers shouting “More junk here,” even while newsmen
are still arguing over Rosebud’s meaning. When the camera pans
back out from the house toward the sign it is in opposite motion
to the film’s opening and so, perhaps, here is where Herrmann was
again in luck. The film ends on the words NO TRESPASSING and
then K, not at all quietly, but to a big crushing minor chord to leave
the viewer wondering what is the significance of those words. And,
like many a mystifying cinematic last-line, critics will argue over that
meaning again and again.

bristling serial score in his swansong for Martin Scorsese’s Taxi Driver.
Unlike Hitchcock, who fell out with Herrmann over the composer’s
refusal to do a “pop score” for Torn Curtain, filmmakers like Francois
Truffaut, Brian de Palma, and Scorsese maintained a great respect for
Herrmann and relished the prestige felt by the contributions he made
to their rather thorny films, fully aware how bitter he had become
over his treatment by Hollywood. Cooke is assertive in making these
judgments that, one supposes, are widely accepted.
After a short history of film music’s development, which does in
fact begin in the silent era, there are 18 articles by such figures as
Max Steiner, Aaron Copland, Dmitri Tiomkin, Miklos Rozsa, Jerry
Goldsmith, and John Williams, with introductory notes by the
author. Other texts are of a critical nature, including the provocative
manifesto by Igor Stravinsky on why he had no interest in writing for
films, to which David Raksin offers a courageous rebuttal.
All in all, there is much good reading and valuable references in
this 382-page book. I certainly recommend the Hollywood Film Music
Reader to any and all who have an interest in the music of our time, and
not simply the one corner of music covered so well in these pages. II

Herrmann is not the only one who touches on the bruises inflicted on
him as a Hollywood punching bag. On the subject of “minor chords”
is that amazing tale about the erratic producer Irving Thalberg who,
viewing a first cut (with music), reacted immediately to something
he heard and did not like. He asked his musical staff people what
it was and was told it was a minor chord, whereupon a sign was
subsequently posted barring minor chords from further use. The
simple observation left to be made is that if Thalberg was still around
when Citizen Kane was being shot – he died in 1937 – Herrmann’s
music would have had the chance of a snowball in hell of being accepted, whatever one might say about the often perceptive cinematic
judgment of Thalberg (who once offered Igor Stravinsky composing
opportunities). Andre Previn, by the way, in the compilation of his
remarks, recalls how he attempted to remove the “legendary” sign
without success. But the words “No Minor Chords” served as the
title of a book he wrote on his own Hollywood experiences.
One great strength of this volume is its continuing observations on
the careers of the more respected composers. We again cite the
mention of Herrmann, whose work may have been seen as downhill
after “Kane” but who kept up with musical trends and produced a
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left: William Meyers - Klezmer musicians, Willamsburg, Brooklyn: July 12, 2005
right: William Meyers - Avant-garde dancer and musician take their bows, Judson Memorial Church, Greenwich Village: February 25, 2008

See more of Meyers’s Music New York project at http://www.williammeyersphotography.com
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